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Instruction Jewellery - Artisan

Used Material Article No. Qty
Feather Pendants, artisan, set of 5 593925 1 x

Set of Rubber discs - Mix, artisan, Set of 100 593969 1 x 

Glass Beads - Mix, artisan, Set of 60 593671 1 x 

Rocailles - Mix, artisan, 17g 594138 1 x 

Chain, gold, 1m 555099 1 x 

Carabiner, gold, 5 pieces 512291 1 x 

Spacer Rings, gold, 50 pieces 583825 1 x 

Jewellery Pins, gold, 100 pieces 548001 1 x 
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Necklace

Dear Opitec Customer,

Congratulations on purchasing this creative set. The Creative Team created a package for you to produce beautiful pieces of jewelerry.
The following instructions will help you to make your object in just a few steps.

Have fun and enjoy.
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Used Material Article No. Qty
Tassels - Mix, artisan, set of 5 593992 1 x

Set of Rubber discs - Mix, artisan, Set of 100 593969 1 x 

Rocailles - Mix, artisan, 17g 594138 1 x 

Chain, gold, 1m 555099 1 x 

Carabiner, gold, 5 pieces 512291 1 x 

Spacer rings, gold, 20 pieces 583799 1 x 

Prism Pins, gold, 100 pieces 547706 1 x 

Metal - Pendant Mix, gold, set of 3 593545 1 x 

Rocailles ø 4.5 mm, metallic, gold, 17g 582689 1 x

Bracelet

Earrings

Used Material Article No. Qty
Feather Pendants, artisan, set of 5 593925 1 x

Set of Rubber discs - Mix, artisan, Set of 100 593969 1 x 

Glass Beads - Mix, artisan, Set of 60 593671 1 x 

Rocailles - Mix, artisan, 17g 594138 1 x 

Chain, gold, 1m 555099 1 x 

Earring Fittings, gold, 12 pieces 512121 1 x 

Spacer Rings, gold, 50 pieces 583799 1 x 

Jewellery Pins, gold, 100 pieces 548001 1 x 

Recommended Tools/Material
Pliers for eyelet bending  725133

Jewellery pliers, set of 3  512509

Bead Threading Board  420620
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1. Cut from the chain 2 x 380 mm long pieces.
2. For the clasp hook in on each side an intermediate ring and attach on one side a carbine.
3. Mount an intermediate ring at the other end of the chain. Now hook on each side of the 

chain  3 chain links of the remaining chain and repeat the procedure with 4 chain links.
4. For the first cross bar, thread 2 rocailles - 1 rubber disc - 2 glass beads - 2 rocailles.
5. Bend an eyelet with the eyelet pliers and hook in into the upper spacer rings on both sides.
6. At the second cross bar thread 6 rubber discs - 3 rocailles - 3 glass beads alternately. Bend an 

eyelet with the eyelet pliers and hook in into the second spacer rings on both sides.
7. Thread 8 glass beads on the lowest cross bar. Bend an eyelet and hook in into the last spacer 

rings on both sides.
8. Per hanging part thread a jewellery pin with rocailles, glass bead and rubber disk. Bend an 

eyelet and hook in into a spacer ring.
9. In the last spacer ring add a hanging part again that should end with feather or rubber disc.
10. Cut  about 5 pieces (approx.50 mm length) from the remaining chain. Thread the chain pieces 

and the prepared hangings alternately into the lower transverse pin between the glass 
beads. 

Total length: 500 mm

1. Cut an approx. 180 mm long piece from the chain (depending on the desired length).
2. Thread rocailles and rubber discs of different colours and length on the prism pins.
3. Bend one eye  with the pliers and hook a chain link offset.
4. Hang tassels and metal pendants in a spacer ring and attach to a free link.
5. Mount a spacer ring at both ends of the chain and a carbine on one side.

Total length: 190 mm

Instructions: Necklace

Instructions: Bracelet
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Have Fun!
Your Opitec Creative Team

1. Cut an approx. 30 mm long piece from the chain (depending on the desired length). Center 
the chain, mount a spacer ring and hook in into the eyelet of the ear spring.

2. Mount a spacer ring at each end of the chain.
3. Mount a piece of chain with 4 links in these spacer ring and add a further spacer ring at each 

end.
4. For the first cross bar, thread 3 rocailles - 1 rubber disc - 3 rocailles to the jewelerry pin .
5. Bend an eyelet with the eyelet pliers and hook in into the upper spacer rings on both sides.
6. For the second crossbar thread 6 rocailles to a jewelerry pin.
7. Bend an eyelet with the eyelet pliers and hook in into the upper spacer rings on both sides.
8. Per hanging part thread a jewellery pin with rocailles, glass bead and rubber disk or chain 

pieces. Bend an eyelet and hook in into a spacer ring.
9. Add another hanging part In the spacer ring. This one should end with a feather or rubber 

disc.
10. Cut  2 pieces (approx.40 mm length) from the remaining chain. Thread the chain pieces and 

the prepared hangings alternately into the lower transverse pin between the glass beads.

Total length: 100 mm

Instruction: Earrings


